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ABSTRACT

Spiking neural networks are increasingly becoming popular as low-power alternatives to deep learning architectures. To make edge processing possible in resource-constrained embedded devices, there is a requirement for reconfigurable neuromorphic accelerators that can cater to various topologies and neural dynamics typical to these networks. Subsequently, they also must consolidate energy consumption in emulating these dynamics. Since spike processing is essentially memory-intensive in nature, a significant proportion of the system’s power consumption can be reduced by eliminating redundant memory traffic to off-chip storage that holds the large synaptic data for the network. In this work, I will present CyNAPSE, a digital neuromorphic acceleration fabric that can emulate different types of spiking neurons and network topologies for efficient inference. The accelerator is functionally verified on a set of benchmarks that vary significantly in topology and activity while solving the same underlying task. By studying the memory access patterns, locality of data and spiking activity, we establish the core factors that limit conventional cache replacement policies from performing well. Accordingly, a domain-specific memory management scheme is proposed which exploits the particular use-case to attain visibility of future data-accesses in the event-driven simulation framework. To make it even more robust to variations in network topology and activity of the benchmark, we further propose static and dynamic network-specific enhancements to adaptively equip the scheme with more insight. The strategy is explored and evaluated with the set of benchmarks using a software simulation of the accelerator and an in-house cache simulator. In comparison to conventional policies, we observe up to 23% more reduction in net power consumption.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Artificial Neural Networks

Cortical information processing in mammals form the rudimentary principles of deep learning, albeit, in a highly abstracted manner. State-of-the-art Artificial Neural Networks (hereafter referred to as ANNs) are mathematical abstractions of how organic matter processes sensory information in the brain. Such a mathematical model is usually tuned specifically to objective tasks like pattern recognition or data generation. Therefore, ANNs perform extremely well in their own specific domains. However, in doing so, they realize a large amount of resources in terms of hardware real-estate and energy consumption. Recently, there has been a steep growth in the size of neural networks [11, 2, 12] owing to their usage in extremely complicated, real-time and data-intensive applications of perception and generation [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Fig. 1.1 shows recently developed ANNs and their computational intensity on the ImageNet dataset [19]. Such a growth has two major implications. Firstly, ANN applications can be made commercially feasible only by deploying in the cloud because they require significant processing power and performance. Therefore, resource-constrained embedded and IoT devices cannot afford to process these large algorithms at the edge. These correlations are in direct conflict with a high demand of intelligent algorithms in live embedded autonomous agents and mobile devices. Secondly, this unprecedented growth of complexity in ANNs coupled with a relatively sluggish growth of silicon process technology in the post Moore’s law era have together rendered ANN processing to be quite painstaking in general purpose hardware. The computational primitive in deep ANNs is typically either General Matrix-Vector multiply (GEMV) or General Matrix-Matrix multiply (GEMM) which are both massively data-parallel but highly memory-intensive operations. Although Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) can exploit a very high degree of data level parallelism [20], the sequential nature of traditional von Neumann architectures consistently fall short in realizable memory bandwidth. In sum, there
is a need for improved latency and energy-efficiency in ANN processing as well as compact special purpose hardware that can achieve the required memory bandwidth in edge-processing applications.

### 1.2 Hardware Acceleration

To overcome the inefficiency of sequential computers in processing ANN kernels, interest has gradually shifted towards hardware accelerators. These are special purpose neural network processors that employ dedicated hardware units to compute ANN primitives. For instance, [21] uses a dedicated global Multiply and Accumulate (MAC) unit and a separate activation bank to compute ANN layer activation vectors and the process repeats for all layers in a single forward pass for ANN inference. [22] uses a network of processing elements each having a local memory space, a MAC unit and associated control circuitry to collocate processing and memory in an efficient dataflow for
Figure 1.2: (a) Power Density of the brain is orders of magnitude lower than the exponentially rising density of general-purpose processing systems. (b) A conceptual understanding of how the von-neumann bottleneck can be distributed among individual processing elements in neural networks (figures from [3])

Inference in deep networks. Similarly, all accelerators use a certain amount of specificity in their hardware that makes them highly selective to, and hence highly efficient in, ANN processing. Accelerators have been designed to tackle the inference in offline-trained ANNs [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] as well as to reduce dependency on GPUs by supporting on-chip online training [28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. There has been a considerable effort to make accelerator hardware extremely compact and low-power so as to make edge processing possible for embedded and mobile devices [33, 34]. Although accelerators have successfully displaced general purpose hardware to some extent, majority of ANN processing still eludes the edge. In spite of being inspired by the computation of the brain, ANNs always end up consuming orders of magnitude more energy. As a reference, Fig. 1.2a compares the power-density of the brain with commercial general-purpose hardware. Although accelerators
strive to eliminate the bottleneck by homogenously distributing processing and memory as shown in Fig. 1.2b, a comparable efficiency has not been achieved. Therefore, there has been a sincere drive towards how to make the basic fundamentals of ANNs more akin to biophysical computation.

1.3 Spiking Neural Networks

Evidence in rudimentary neuroscience progressively hinges towards lower abstraction levels in computational neural network models [35]. Building upon experimental studies on real cortical cultures, biologically plausible models collectively known as Spiking Neural Networks (hereafter referred to as SNNs) have emerged. Fundamentally, the inefficiency of the ANN algorithms vis-a-vis the efficiency of an equivalent SNN can be summarized in the following arguments:

- ANNs use simple processing elements a.k.a. perceptrons [36] that perfectly integrate its inputs and apply an analog nonlinear activation if the input exceeds a bias. Biological processing elements a.k.a. spiking neurons [37] are imperfect and noisy integrators of input synaptic currents and activate to an all-or-nothing voltage spike upon exceeding a threshold.

- Consequently, ANN perceptrons continuously communicate their activations leading to expensive MAC operations at every discrete timestep while spiking neurons communicate their spikes only when their membrane voltage exceeds the spiking threshold.

- ANNs are generally trained using error backpropagation [38] which is a supervised learning algorithm and requires large volumes of labeled data to generate error functions. The basic underlying primitive is gradient descent which is especially difficult to model in hardware. SNNs are trained in an unsupervised manner [39], require no gradient computation and is consistent with neuroscientific evidence against a backward pass of error signals in real neurons [40].

- While ANNs require special topologies to learn time-varying features, SNNs have an inherent temporal aspect to their processing since inputs are exposed for a finite time window and generate input spike trains. However, SNNs communicate with the environment only using
these spike trains that typically require some wrapper hardware \[41, 42\] or software around the underlying neural network accelerator.

As a direct consequence, biologically plausible SNNs are much closer in philosophy to the computation in biological brains. They give great insight into greater neuroscientific understanding and assist greatly in medical investigation \[35\]. In addition, the very nature of local computation and sparse communication lead to ultra-low energy consumption, superior error and noise tolerance when deployed on dedicated hardware. As a limitation, they are comparatively much poorer in performance in terms of accuracy in pattern recognition tasks when compared to ANNs. To harvest the best of both worlds, many studies have attempted to hybridize the ANN and SNN approach by trading off some biological plausibility for gains in accuracy. This has been achieved by converting a fully trained ANN into an equivalent SNN for inference \[43, 44, 45\] or by augmenting the spike signal to make it differentiable \[46\] for gradient computation. As a result, close to ANN accuracy levels have been demonstrated with very low energy footprint. In this context, it is important to recognize both biologically plausible dynamics and computationally efficient dynamics because any answers to the nature of computation in the brain will come through concerted investigation of how biological systems work and also what leads to large scale learning capability. To this end, large-scale models have been produced \[47\] with a sound mathematical basis underlying them \[48\] and experimentally demonstrating their ability to perform complex visuomotor tasks. But perhaps, the most important factor fueling this research as well as facilitating their deployment in resource-constrained embedded applications is the emergence of dedicated brain-inspired hardware that is able to efficiently process SNNs.

### 1.4 Neuromorphic Computing

The term ‘Neuromorphic Computing’ was first introduced by Carver Mead in 1990 \[49\]. Over the last 3 decades, the agenda has been to conceptualize and design substrates that are able to emulate the dynamics of biological networks so as to perform energy efficient, fault-tolerant and real-time processing of neural information reminiscent of the mammalian cortex \[50\]. This includes
systems that generate neural representations of real-world phenomenon like [41, 42, 51, 52, 53] as well as systems that process these representations into meaningful pattern recognition semantics or subsequent motor output [4]. There are roughly two major areas, in terms of their motivations, imminent applications and design philosophy, that have fostered within the neuromorphic research community. [54] argues that in the face of thwarted transistor scalability, the only way we can support a single electron-lane channel is by emulating analog behavior typical of ion channels in our brain so as to effectively tolerate noise and thereby squelching minimum energy to eliminate it. Coupled with ultra-low power subthreshold conduction in MOS Devices [55, 56], systems like [57, 58, 59, 60, 61] follow an Analog computation - Digital Communication model to achieve very high realism. The other large chunk of neuromorphic systems like [62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67] follow a fully digital approach.
It has been noted that digital systems fail to realize the full possibilities of energy efficiency that comes from the naturally analog local computation in biological neural networks. However, this work focuses on a fully digital implementation of a Neural Processing Engine that can support reconfigurable dynamics and topologies of SNNs. The digital end of the spectrum provides us with some advantages when it comes to targeting large scale production in embedded and IoT devices:

First, analog circuits are intrinsically plagued by Process, Voltage and Temperature (PVT) variations and these hinder the capability to extensively scale the devices to state-of-the-art processes and maintain stable working conditions especially when neural applications can be dauntingly large in terms of processing and communication infrastructure required. Second, as mentioned by [62], having a fully digital implementation guarantees a one-one equivalence with a software stack or ecosystem on top of the chip that can support easy mapping of reconfigurable networks efficiently. Lastly, a digital system can be exhaustively evaluated while still under design because of easy availability of CAD tools and quick turnaround time for testing and verification when compared to mixed-signal systems.

1.5 Contributions

Since neural response latency is orders of magnitude higher than the latency of digital circuits, digital neuromorphic accelerators can usually realize faster-than-real-time sensory processing when used to emulate similar timescales as their biological counterparts. Since SNNs are primarily used to cut down energy requirements to ultra-low budgets, the usefulness of such an accelerator is critically dependent on its efficiency. In this work, the concentration is on energy consumption and attempt to control the same without incurring noticeable losses in performance. This contributions of this work can be summarized in the following points:

- CyNAPSE, a fully digital synchronous accelerator core that can efficiently emulate SNN inference with reconfigurable neuronal dynamics and topology, is designed and implemented.
Since SNNs are primarily a memory-intensive operation, memory access patterns of a diverse set of SNN workloads is studied and it is observed that a very large percentage of the power consumption in accelerating these workloads results from off-chip memory accesses.

Accordingly, a domain-specific memory management scheme is proposed to reduce off-chip traffic by exploiting temporal locality and cutting off redundant memory accesses. As a result, 13-44% improvement in total power consumption is obtained over the baseline.

This thesis is organized in the following way. Chapter 2 delves into the biophysical, mathematical and some circuit-level background required to understand neuronal dynamics in SNNs. Chapter 3 describes the SNN benchmarks that were used for this work. Chapter 4 meticulously describes the microarchitecture specification of the CyNAPSE neural processing system and also its scheduling, programming and implementation. Chapter 5 motivates and describes the novel memory management scheme, discusses the experimental setup and presents evaluation results. Chapter 6 talks about the scope of future work and concludes.
CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

This chapter is dedicated to provide the minimal background required to understand neural computation as it happens in organic neural assemblies and the mathematical modeling associated with the same. A small digression to introduce circuit design for the relevant mathematical models is also provided.

2.1 Biophysical background

The neuron is the basic unit of neuroanatomy and is described concisely in Fig. 2.1. The mammalian brain is a spatially dense distribution of neurons of various types and functions. Typically, a neuron consists of a cell-body or soma and a large number of neural processes to communicate with other neurons. Most of these processes emerge in the form of dendrites for communication within local clusters of neurons. Sometimes, processes develop into long cable-like fibres called axons to facilitate communication at long spatial separations. Neurons form connections and clusters in various ways. Fig. 2.2 shows sketches of some of the typical neural assemblies observed in mammalian brains. The human brain is an assembly of about $10^{11}$ neurons and about $10^{14}$ connections which is a testimony to the complexity of neural circuitry. In this section, I will gradually discuss the electrochemical processes that constitute the working of a typical neuron circuit without going into much detail.

2.1.1 Membrane capacitance

The thin bilayer membrane of a neuron is the centre of all electrochemical activity and electrically isolates the neuron from the extracellular fluid [68, 69, 6, 1]. Owing to the high polarizability of water, the energy of an ion like sodium has a much higher energy in the interior of the membrane than outside. This energy barrier prevents ions from entering the bilayer membrane under normal
Figure 2.1: Physiology of a typical single neuron. Synaptic inputs via dendritic tree or direct axons are integrated on the capacitance of the soma. When it exceeds threshold, an action potential is generated at the axon hillock and propagated through the cable. Capacitance of the axon is reduced by the myelin sheaths while nodes of ranvier regenerate the attenuated pulse amplitude at intervals.

However, certain metabolic pumps actively expel Na\(^+\) ions and import K\(^+\) ions into the cytoplasm of the soma. This results in a high K\(^+\) concentration within the membrane and a high Na\(^+\) concentration outside (see Table 2.1). This leads to a diffusion of ions due to a concentration gradient and a drift of ions due to the opposing electric field. The equilibrium potential whereby these two currents counterbalance each other is known as the reversal potential of that particular ion. Similarly, all ionic species have their own gradients and so, their own reversal potentials, and their own ion-specific conductances that contribute to the net membrane current as:

\[
I = (V_K - V)G_K + (V_{Na} - V)G_{Na} + (V_{Cl} - V)G_{Cl}
\]  

(2.1)

where \(G_{ion}\) and \(V_{ion}\) are the conductances and reversal potentials for common ionic species found in neural processes [1] while \(V\) refers to the instantaneous membrane voltage. A membrane potential higher than \(V_K\) results in a net positive current leaving the membrane. Similarly, a membrane
potential lower than \( V_{Na} \) results in a net positive current into the membrane. Assuming that the Cl\(^-\) ion current is negligible [70], the membrane voltage \( V_0 \) for zero net current is given by:

\[
V_0 = \frac{V_K G_K + V_{Na} G_{Na}}{G_K + G_{Na}}
\]  

(2.2)

\( V_0 \) is called the resting potential of the neuron. Using the reversal values reported in Table 2.1 and \( G_K \) as 20 times \( G_{Na} \) [70], \( V_0 \) is calculated as approximately -85 milivolts although, experimental conditions have a profound effect on the absolute value. In neuroscientific terminology, this negatively charged resting state is known as a polarized state (not to be confused with electric polarization in a dielectric medium). If an external agent (as discussed later) injects ionic currents
### Ionic species and Reversal Potentials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ionic species</th>
<th>Ionic concentration (mM/l)</th>
<th>Reversal potential (mV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intracellular</td>
<td>Extracellular</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K+</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na+</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl-</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>540</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Ionic concentrations and reversal potentials observed in the giant axon of *Loligo* (data from [1])

Into the membrane, it is called an *excitatory* signal while an outward current is called an *inhibitory* signal. They are said to *depolarize* and *hyperpolarize* the membrane respectively by causing finite excursions from its resting potential. Precisely, this is done by manipulating one or more of the ionic conductances. As has been observed in a typical axonal fibre [71], both Na\(^+\) and K\(^+\) conductances exponentially rise with the membrane potential. This is key to the generation of a spike.

#### 2.1.2 Action potential

Small amounts of excitatory ionic currents when injected into the membrane charge up the membrane capacitance and depolarize the membrane potential slowly. Concomitantly, the sodium conductance in the axon quickly rises with the voltage of the membrane. Upon reaching a certain depolarized state known as the *threshold potential*, the sodium conductance achieves a self-reinforcing explosion. Due to this, there is a large inward current (owing to high extracellular concentration of Na\(^+\)) until the point when the Na\(^+\) reversal is reached. Thereafter, a rather slowly rising but sustained K\(^+\) conductance pulls down the membrane potential via a net outward current of K\(^+\) ions. This sustained current remains in effect until the membrane returns to the neighborhood of the resting potential. However, since the K\(^+\) conductance is slow to react to changes in membrane potential, for sometime following the spike there is an extraneous net outward current that hyperpolarizes the membrane below rest and it is impossible for external agents to depolarize the capacitance at this time. This period of hyperpolarization is called the *refractory period*. This
entire episode is collectively termed as the action potential generation and abstracted as an all-or-nothing spike signal used for all neural computation. Physiologists Alan Hodgkin and Andrew Huxley received the Nobel Prize in 1963 for deciphering and characterizing the action potential in a giant squid axon [71, 70, 72, 73, 74].

2.1.3 Ion channels

It was observed that the Na$^+$ current into the membrane changes in discrete steps [75]. This discrete behavior is a result of channels, molecular aggregates that are selectively permeable to a specific ion, and a population of these entities lead to net inward or outward currents. The height of a discrete step is same for a specific membrane voltage and changes linearly with the difference between the membrane potential and the reversal potential of the specific ion. This suggests that the individual behavior of an ion-channel is ohmic in nature. On the other hand, the number of steps and width of each step vary exponentially. This is because the rate of opening and the rate of disappearance of these channels are both exponential in voltage and the discrete changes in current is a result of a balance in open and closed ion channels. This explains the exponential voltage-conductance relationship of ionic species in the neural processes [76, 77, 78, 79].

2.1.4 Synapses

All the biophysical machinery described so far helps in generation and propagation of action potentials within a single neuron. This is the underlying mechanism of communication in the neural circuitry. However, computation requires altering the potential across one membrane through electrochemical activity in a different membrane (not unlike the transistor operation). This provides for the basic computation in all neural processing and the synapses are responsible. I will present here a lucid account of essential synaptic behavior that generates active control of the postsynaptic membrane due to presynaptic activity as shown in Fig. 2.3. For detailed accounts of synaptic circuitry, readers can refer to [80, 81].
A depolarization of the axonal fibre causes the concerned synapses to allow opening of calcium channels across the synaptic cleft, a separation of two membranes immersed in the extracellular fluid. As a result, Ca\textsuperscript{2+} ions flow into the presynaptic membrane. This excitation causes release of neurotransmitter molecules contained in vesicles of different kinds leading to different synaptic species. Neurotransmitters are therefore released in quanta of molecules in the vicinity of postsynaptic membrane and enforces opening of ion-channels in the target. The specific ion-channels opened in the target depends on the receptors at post-membrane that these molecules bind to. Glutamatergic receptors like α-Amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) and N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) are responsible for opening Na\textsuperscript{+} channels leading to depolarization of the target membrane, causing Excitatory post-synaptic currents or EPSCs. Conversely, some neurotransmitters activate receptors like Gamma-Aminobutyric acid (GABA) that lead to opening of K\textsuperscript{+} ion channels and thus, Inhibitory post-synaptic currents or IPSCs polarizing the target-membrane further towards rest. The rate of opening of ion channels is, again, exponentially dependent on the presynaptic voltage which triggers the onset of this entire series of electrochemical events.
Figure 2.4: Schematic of the Hodgkin-Huxley neuron model. The lipid membrane is represented by the capacitance $C_m$; voltage-gated ion channels and leak channel are represented by $g_n$ (nonlinear) and $g_l$ (linear) respectively; the corresponding ionic gradients are modeled by $E_n$ and $E_l$; $I_p$ represents the ionic pumps that maintain background ionic concentration.

The dendritic tree of a neuron typically forms a large variety of synaptic connections with axonal fibres from distant neurons or dendritic connections of clustered neurons thus leading to neural networks that collectively define the computation of a population of neurons. It is also worth mentioning that the quantal release of neurotransmitter vesicles is not characterized by a constant synaptic strength. In fact, it is the basic site of learning in neural circuits. Biologically plausible learning will be the focus of a future work, but for interested readers, [82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87] provide biophysical and phenomenological accounts of synaptic learning.
2.2 Mathematical models

2.2.1 The Hodgkin-Huxley model

The behavior of real neurons described so far were very aptly captured by the Hodgkin-Huxley neuron model, a mathematical framework for highly detailed neural modeling [74]. Fig. 2.4 shows a simple schematic overview of the model. Mathematically, the current through the capacitance $I_c$ is given by:

$$I_c = C_m \frac{dV_m}{dt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

where $V_m$ is the membrane voltage. Further, a particular ion-channel current $I_{ion}$ is given by:

$$I_{ion} = g_{ion}(V_m - V_{r_{ion}})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

where $g_{ion}$ and $V_{r_{ion}}$ are the conductance and reversal potentials of the particular ionic species. Assuming only Na$^+$ and K$^+$ channels to be of importance, the total membrane current can be given by:

$$I = C_m \frac{dV_m}{dt} + g_K(V_m - V_{r_K}) + g_{Na}(V_m - V_{r_{Na}}) + g_l(V_m - V_l)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

where $g_l$ and $V_l$ are the constant leak conductance and leak reversal potential respectively that model flow of current due to the membrane’s natural permeability to background ionic concentrations. Hodgkin and Huxley also characterized the behavior of voltage-gated ion channels by strategically manipulating the extracellular fluid ionic concentrations and studying them individually [71]. As a result, they postulated a set of mathematical axioms to exhaustively model the non-linear ion-channel dynamics and linear leak dynamics of the neuron membrane. These equations are depicted below:

$$I = C_m \frac{dV_m}{dt} + g_K n^4 (V_m - V_{r_K}) + g_{Na} m^3 h (V_m - V_{r_{Na}}) + g_l (V_m - V_l)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

$$\frac{dn}{dt} = \alpha_n(V_m)(1 - n) - \beta_n(V_m)n$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

$$\frac{dm}{dt} = \alpha_m(V_m)(1 - m) - \beta_m(V_m)m$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.8)

$$\frac{dh}{dt} = \alpha_h(V_m)(1 - h) - \beta_h(V_m)h$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.9)
where $I$ represents membrane current per unit area. $\mathcal{g}$ are maximum conductance values for voltage-gated ion and linear leak channels. $m, n$ and $h$ are *gating variables* that point to $K^+$ and $Na^+$ channel activations and $Na^+$ channel inactivation respectively. The $\alpha$ and $\beta$ parameters are the voltage-dependent rate constants for the ion-channels. They can be expressed, in general as:

$$\alpha_p(V_m) = p_\infty(V_m)/\tau_p$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.10)$$

$$\beta_p(V_m) = (1 - p_\infty(V_m))/\tau_p$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.11)$$

for $p = (m,n,h)$ where $p_\infty$ and $(1 - p_\infty)$ are the steady-state activation and inactivation probabilities for each ion-channel. The above dynamics and its extensions [88, 89, 90] represent faithful neural models that plausibly model, to a great extent, measurements from the voltage-clamp experiments [91]. However, simulation of a large-scale array of these neuron models in complicated network topologies quickly becomes intractable with available computing resources. Motivated by this, there was a gradual interest in developing more tractable models that were able to model biologically plausible dynamics to some extent and also support large scale simulation in software or large scale hardware realization by providing simpler math and compact circuits, respectively. I will discuss these models next.

### 2.2.2 Phenomenological models

Phenomenological model of neurons compromise some of the biological detail by simplifying some of the more intricate model parameters, making them more suitable for large-scale simulations or emulations. Instead of modeling actual electrochemical processes, such models attempt to empirically reproduce the logical order of phenomenon in generation and propagation of action potentials. An early example of a phenomenological model is the *Fitzugh-Nagumo (FHN) model* [92] that describes the neuron membrane as a system of two ordinary differential equations depicting a dynamical system. Other extensions include [93, 94, 95] and a comparative study of models exist in [96].
A rather popular and simple neuron model is the *Integrate and Fire (IF)* neuron model first postulated by Louis Lapicque [97]. It is simply given by the equation:

$$I(t) = C_m \frac{dV_m}{dt} \quad (2.12)$$

whereby the time-varying membrane current $I(t)$ results from integrating membrane voltage $V_m$ across the capacitance $C_m$. It is a *point neuron* model that ignores the spatial variability of the dendritic integration process as well as the ion-channel activation and inactivation dynamics. The action potential generation results simply from a thresholding behavior, to which a refractory period can be added for more plausibility, as follows:

$$f(I) = \frac{I}{C_mV_{th} + t_{ref}I} \quad (2.13)$$

where $f$ is the firing frequency of the neuron dependent on membrane current $I$. Although it spares theoreticians from the strenuous parameter fitting required in faithful models, the glaring shortcoming of the IF model is the eternal retention of memory due to the absence of leak conductance which is unlikely in real neural systems.

This problem was solved by a *Leaky Integrate and Fire (LIF)* neuron model by introducing a ‘leak’ term to the otherwise simple point neuron model that was sufficiently simple to simulate in large assemblies [98, 99]. A simple mathematical expression of the LIF model can be given by:

$$I(t) - \frac{V_m}{R_m} = C_m \frac{dV_m}{dt} \quad (2.14)$$

Now the membrane is associated with finite resistance $R_m$ which makes the membrane potential decay or *leak* in the absence of any input current stimulus through the same membrane capacitance $C_m$. As a result of this imperfect integration that is typical of ion-channel dynamics in real neurons, the thresholding behavior can be denoted in the frequency-domain as follows:

$$f(I) = \begin{cases} 0, & I \leq I_{th} \\ [t_{ref} - C_mR_m \log(1 - \frac{V_m}{V_{th}})]^{-1}, & I > I_{th} \end{cases} \quad (2.15)$$

The LIF neuron model has served as the focal point of many large scale simulations and hardware realizations. Therefore, it has received great attention from the computational neuroscientists.
Naturally, there have been attempts to increase its plausibility without affecting its efficiency and a number of specialized neuron models have come up that model one or more observed neural behaviors [96] like the Quadratic IF [100], the Exponential IF [101] and the Adaptive exponential IF [102]. Since our focus is to cater to a wide array of predominantly used neural models, prescriptions from [103, 104, 82, 105, 106] is closely followed and a generalized LIF model is adopted that can reconfigure itself along the plausibility-efficiency line. This model can be aptly described as follows:

\[
R_m C_m \frac{dV_m(t)}{dt} = -g_l(V_m(t) - V_{rest}) - g_{Na}(t)(V_m(t) - V_{Na}) - g_K(t)(V_m(t) - V_{rK})
\]  

(2.16)

where \( R_m C_m \) can be collectively considered as a single parameter \( \tau_m \) which denotes the time constant of membrane voltage decay. Eq. 2.16, very similar to Eq. 2.5 models leak and ion-channel dynamics. However, the major bottleneck of the Hodgkin-Huxley model is avoided by having much simpler dynamics for the nonlinear ionic conductances:

\[
\tau_{Na} \frac{dg_{Na}(t)}{dt} = -g_{Na}(t)
\]  

(2.17)

\[
\tau_K \frac{dg_K(t)}{dt} = -g_K(t)
\]  

(2.18)

and eliminating the need for gating variables altogether. Here, \( \tau_{Na} \) and \( \tau_K \) are decay time constants for the conductances. The above set of equations model conductance-based synapses and post-synaptic voltage-dependent current integration, which gives us a good compromise for a plausible and simple neuron model. This is also a point neuron model which has a simple threshold and reset behavior with a finite refractive period modeled by:

\[
V_m(t) = \begin{cases} 
V_{reset}, & t_n \leq t \leq t_n + t_{ref} \\
V_m(t), & otherwise 
\end{cases}
\]  

(2.19)

when cascaded with Eq. 2.16 where \( V_{reset} \) is a hyperpolarized potential where the K\(^+\) conductance levels off and \( t_{ref} \) is the refractory period that must be surmounted before LIF dynamics kick in again after each spike for spike train:

\[
s(t) = \sum_n \delta(t - t_n)
\]  

(2.20)
Figure 2.5: Simulation characteristics of the LIF neuron showing membrane potential traces in (a) regular spiking, (b) tonic bursting and (c) fast spiking behaviors

Instead of 20 parameters that need meticulous fitting for equations 2.6 - 2.11, we just have 7 parameters that need fitting ($\tau_m$, $\tau_{Na}$, $\tau_K$, $g_l$, $V_{rest}$, $V_{reset}$ and $t_{ref}$). For biologically plausible models of neurons, the timescale of neural leak and that of voltage-dependent conductances are observed and recommendations of the $\tau$ parameters are made. Other parameters are directly observable in vitro or in vivo [82]. Fig. 2.5 show some of the representative spiking behaviors of the conductance-based generalized LIF neuron based on a Brian 2 [107] simulation of the aforementioned model. Fig. 2.5a shows the regular spiking behavior of a neuron with adaptation for an input current of (from top) 1, 1.5 and 2 nA while Fig. 2.5b and Fig. 2.5c show the bursting and fast spiking behaviors under the influence of a constant synaptic current injection of 1 nA, respectively. These behaviors are representative of faithful point neuron models as described in [96]. While this model is faithful to some extent and preserve computational tractability at the same time, it can be easily configured to other models that are less or more biologically plausible as and when required for simulation performance. For conversion into simpler models, some parameters should be set to certain limits. Simple LIF models with constant current integration can be modeled by making
\( \tau_{Na} \) and \( \tau_K \) values extremely small (directly integrate input current). Furthermore, IF models with no leak conductance can be modeled by making \( \tau_m \) value equal to unity and \( g_l \) equal to zero. This feature will be beneficial in 2 out of 3 workloads used in this work as referred to in Chapter 3.

### 2.3 Silicon neurons and synapses

#### 2.3.1 Neurons

Although efficient neuron models have been developed that retain biological faith and can be simulated in software simulators [107, 108, 109, 110, 111], the interest in custom hardware realizations of neuron circuits have been a matter of great interest [112]. Fig. 2.6 shows an equivalent circuit modelling the ion-channel and leak dynamics of a faithful neuron model [7]. The capacitance \( C_M \) integrates the input synaptic current \( I_{SYN} \) while bias voltage \( V_{LEAK} \) determines the leak conductance of the circuit by a constant leak current (assuming saturation and neglecting output resistance of the transistor). When there is no excitation, the membrane potential \( V_M \) gradually leaks to ground (\( V_{rest} \) is 0 here) while in presence of excitatory signal, it gradually approaches \( V_{DD} \). However, whenever the membrane potential node exceeds \( V_{THR} \), the differential output rises to the positive rail. The output of inverter \( M_4 - M_5 \) immediately goes to ground switching on transistor \( M_2 \) and the \( Na^+ \) current \( I_{Na} \) pulls up \( V_M \) thus generating an action potential. Concomitantly, inverter \( M_6 - M_7 \) switches on and starts charging up capacitance \( C_{REF} \). This represents the slow but sustained \( K^+ \) conductance rise. \( C_{REF} \) is charged up by the current \( I_{WID} \) and represents the delay between \( Na^+ \) and \( K^+ \) channel activations i.e. the width of the spike generated. As soon as the voltage on this node rises to a sufficient value, it switches on \( M_3 \) and thereby pulls down \( V_M \) back to rest. Since the gate of an nFET has infinite impedance, the capacitance \( C_{REF} \) discharges through the current \( I_{REF} \). Therefore, this current represents the delay between \( K^+ \) channel activation and inactivation and therefore, the refractory period of the neuron.

Although the circuit of Fig. 2.6, gives a good description of emulating spike generation in silicon, it is still not the most efficient hardware realization. Since the most critical requirement of these circuits is to operate at extremely low power and the timescales of neural activity are
Figure 2.6: Schematic of spike generation circuit that models leak and ion-channel dynamics in a plausible and compact way. (Inspired from [6] and [7])

much slower than natural transistor operation, we can make suitable compromises of speed for efficiency. Operating MOSFETs in the subthreshold regime has been a very popular technique used to precisely make this tradeoff. In this region, MOSFETs draw extremely little current thus dissipate extremely low power, have an exponential dependence of drain current on gate voltage which is an attractive primitive for neural computation and easily achieve saturation leading to large swing of voltages required for multi-stage circuits [6]. Current-mode subthreshold dynamics have been used extensively to create compact, low-power and robust circuits for neuromorphic designs [55].

One of the popular state-of-the-art design styles following the same underlying philosophy of Fig. 2.6 is the Differential-Pair Integrator (DPI) neuron shown in Fig. 2.7. This neuron has been used in large-scale systems like [59, 60] for extremely low power emulation of spiking networks. The input stage of this neuron is a differential pair formed by transistors $M_2 - M_3$. A background current set by $V_{rest}$ is the input to the node $V_{dp}$ integrating into the membrane capacitance $C_{mem}$ and represents the stable resting potential of the membrane. On a synaptic input, $I_{inj}$ is added to
this background current. A constant leak conductance is set by the bias $V_\tau$. The membrane voltage $V_{mem}$ can be quantified by a current $I_{mem}$ drawn by a (fictitious) nFET tied to the membrane node as follows:

$$I_{mem} = I_{in} / \tau \left( 1 - e^{-t/\tau} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.21)$$

where $I_{gain}$ is a current drawn by a fictitious nFET biased by $V_{thr}$. Hence, this gain serves to set an implicit spiking threshold for the neuron. $\tau$ can be manipulated by setting the capacitance $C_{mem}$ and $V_\tau$. For further details regarding the differential input circuit, see [113]. When the membrane voltage $V_{mem}$ exceeds the switching threshold of the inverter $M_5 - M_6$, a positive feedback loop is activated via current mirror $M_7 - M_8$ supplying a current $I_{Na^+}$ into the membrane node. It pulls up the membrane to generate an action potential. The second cascaded inverter $M_9 - M_{10}$ works with current sources biased by $V_{wid}$ and $V_{ref}$ in a similar way as before to set the spike-width and refractory period respectively by setting the K$^+$ channel activation and inactivation through capacitance $C_{ref}$. An additional behavior modeled by this circuit is the effect of Ca$^{2+}$
channels. This is known as spike frequency adaptation, a local adaptation mechanism in neurons by which it becomes more and more difficult for a neuron to threshold with each spike in a certain timeframe \[104, 102\]. It is important in competitive learning of neurons and gives a good chance to each neuron to modulate learning in its pre-synapses. This circuit achieves this using a second differential pair \(M_{14} - M_{17}\). Each time the Na\(^+\) channel is activated, transistor \(M_{14}\) is switched on thereby drawing a after-hyperpolarization current \(I_{ahp}\) into the calcium capacitance \(C_{ahp}\) and results in a constant current drawn from the membrane node. This current also has a leak conductance set by \(V_{lka}\) and therefore has similar dynamics as the membrane current but in a different timescale. With each spike, more current is drawn by the calcium node and hence makes it more difficult for the membrane to spike. The circuit interfaces to a digital communication infrastructure that routes spikes using the Address Event Representation (AER) protocol \[114, 115, 116\]. Accordingly, it is supplied with Req and Ack signals to notify spike and start K\(^+\) activations, respectively. On a high level, the operation of this circuit can be mathematically described as follows:

\[
\tau \frac{d}{dt} I_{mem} = - I_{mem} \left(1 + \frac{I_g}{I_r}\right) + I_{mem\infty} + I_{Na^+} \tag{2.22}
\]

\[
\tau_{ahp} \frac{d}{dt} I_{Ca^{2+}} = - I_{Ca^{2+}} + I_{Ca^{2+}_{max}} r(t) \tag{2.23}
\]

where \(I_{mem}\) is the current drawn by a readout nFET transistor (not shown in Fig. 2.7) biased by the membrane voltage \(V_{mem}\) i.e. \(I_{mem} = I_0 e^{\frac{kV_{mem}}{U_T}}\); \(I_{mem\infty}\) is given by \(\left(\frac{I_{ahp}}{I_{lka}}\right) I_0 e^{\frac{kV_{thra}}{U_T}}\); \(I_{Ca^{2+}}\) is the current drawn by the nFET transistor \(M_{19}\) biased by the calcium conductance bias \(V_{Ca^{2+}}\) i.e. \(I_{Ca^{2+}} = I_0 e^{\frac{kV_{Ca^{2+}}}{U_T}}\); \(I_{Ca^{2+\infty}}\) is given by \(\left(\frac{I_{ahp}}{I_{lka}}\right) I_0 e^{\frac{kV_{thra}}{U_T}}\); \(r(t)\) is given by:

\[
r(t) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } V_{mem}' \text{ is low} \\
0, & \text{if } V_{mem}' \text{ is high}
\end{cases}
\]

and the usual meanings hold for subthreshold conduction in MOSFETs i.e. \(I_0\) is the leakage current, \(U_T\) is the thermal voltage and \(k\) is the subthreshold slope factor \[6, 113\]. Fig. 2.8 shows an implementation of the DPI Neuron circuit in the Cadence Virtuoso custom IC design environment marked up with all functional compartments. Figs. 2.9a and 2.9b show the manipulation of refractory periods and the spike-frequency adaptation mechanisms for the circuit, respectively.
2.3.2 Synapses

Synapses are the most numerous elements in any neural network topology and hence are one of the central aspects of neural systems design. Accordingly, it is one of the most interesting design problems in neuromorphic engineering. With point neuron models, the synapses linearly sum all input currents into the post-synaptic neuron’s membrane capacitance. In case the neurons are multi-compartmental models, synaptic dynamics must also support spatial summation to emulate the dendritic properties accurately [117, 118]. The differential-pair integrator described as the neuron input stage can also be used as a linear first-order filter to provide synaptic dynamics for highly biologically plausible modelling. It is a compact, low-power option and also has significant gain for very narrow spike pulses to convert these digital pulses into a continuous input current for integration into the neuron without requiring any pulse-extender circuits. For a detailed account on synapse circuits and the DPI synapse itself, see [119].

As described in this chapter, there are numerous approaches for hardware realizations of neural systems. In Chapter 4, a purely digital full-custom implementation of the generalized point neuron
Figure 2.9: (a) The shape of action potential produced by the DPI Neuron circuit. It shows how refractory periods can be modulated by controlling the bias $V_{ref}$. (b) Spike frequency adaptation in the DPI neuron circuit. The plot shows the calcium voltage and membrane voltage spikes produced with decreased frequency within its timescale.

model will be described that follows closely from the biological, mathematical and circuit equivalents discussed in this chapter.
CHAPTER 3. BENCHMARKS

In this chapter, building on the elementary concepts introduced in Chapter 2, the workloads for the CyNAPSE system will be described. Since the target is a hardware accelerator, its microarchitecture is tightly coupled to the specific functionality it is expected to emulate. Therefore, a high-level description of the wide array of workloads is provided before discussing the microarchitecture.

3.1 Spiking Neural Networks

As surmised in Chapter 1, Spiking Neural Networks or SNNs are neuroscientifically plausible, low-level abstractions of real cortical networks and their dynamics. Neuron models, such as described in Chapter 2, are used as processing units in these networks. These neurons are associated with synapses each unique to a post-synaptic and pre-synaptic neuron and “connects” them, so to speak. Synapses can be both excitatory or inhibitory in the sense that they can add or subtract membrane voltage of the post-synaptic neuron when a spike passes through them. Similarly, neurons can also be excitatory or inhibitory depending on what kind of synapse they trigger. The spike is usually a digital all-or-nothing signal, an abstraction of the action potential generated in plausible neuron models. In a network-level abstraction, usually the amplitude of the spike or its own physiology does not contain any meaningful information. The information is contained either in the precise timing of a spike or in its frequency or rate. Accordingly, neural data can be temporal coded or rate coded [48]. However, unlike classical neural networks, SNNs do not understand floating point inputs and neither do they output posterior probabilities. They talk in the language of spikes i.e. the inputs and outputs are spike trains and all semantic content surrounding an SNN benchmark must be derived from spike trains.
3.1.1 Spike Inputs

Real-world time-varying or spatial data can be converted into neural response data that model the response of sensory neurons, for example, in the retina or cochlea corresponding to vision and audio stimuli, respectively. This process of conversion can be done in specialized hardware or by simply a random process routine run in software. Fig 3.1 lists some ways spike input is generated. Events in Address Event Representation (AER) format can be directly processed by any SNN benchmark in the CyNAPSE and many other neuromorphic substrates that use AER protocol \[114, 115, 116\]. A direct conversion is facilitated by silicon implementations of vision and auditory sensors like silicon retina \[41, 120, 121\] and cochlea \[42, 122, 123\] or a dynamic vision sensor \[124, 125, 126\]. Alternatively, a soft conversion of real-time data to spike trains is possible which is the approach pursued in this work. For spatial data like images or individual video frames, random processes can be used to convert pixel intensity into mean spike rates introducing some randomness in the process to best encode sensory response. In this work, all images have been converted using *poissonian* spike generation routine \[127\] provided by the Brian 2 simulator \[107\]. Time-varying data like audio
signals can also be converted into essentially spatial data by frequency domain filtering and making spiking neurons sensitive to particular bands, thus making spike signatures for those bands.

### 3.1.2 Inference

Inference, as in classical neural networks, requires forward pass of data through the SNN. (In fact, the biological plausibility of a backward pass altogether is highly debated). However, as discussed in Chapter 1, there are many important differences. Firstly, every testing example needs to be simulated not once but multiple times equalling the number of timesteps simulated in one example exposure period. The timestep or resolution of a network is the minimum timestep for processing in this network (in time units) and a single example exposure is the time that network runs for one example (also in time units). Therefore, each example is simulated for \( \left( \frac{\text{exposure}}{\text{resolution}} \right) \) timesteps. Secondly, in each of these timesteps, a single input unit has a finite probability of spiking which is often directly proportional to the pixel intensity of the input frame (no. of units = no. of pixels in frame). Since computation in all units is local, a forward communication is only produced when there is a spike. For the input layer, synaptic weights are communicated when the poisson process generates an input spike. For subsequent layers, communication results only upon thresholding of spiking neurons that integrate these synaptic weights in a perfect or leaky manner. In this way, inference in SNNs is very different from classical networks where all examples are simulated only once but for a full forward pass through the entire network. While the latter is fast, the former is vastly more energy efficient because spiking is essentially a sparse event by nature.

### 3.1.3 Output handling

SNNs output spike trains as a signature of the network’s activity over the entire exposure period of a testing example. This signature is used to draw semantic information about the network’s inference. Mapping of output units to output classes varies among benchmarks. In general, handling routines monitor spike signatures of each neuron and infer from the highest spiking neuron or
population. In the following section, the three benchmarks used for this study will be described in terms of their architecture and simulation parameters. Additionally, a layer-wise spike signature of each network, collected across multiple example stimuli, will be provided which will denote the underlying temporal activity of each network and establish their differences. As will be explained in later chapters, the temporal spiking activity of a network is an important factor that determines how much processing effort is required.
3.2 Benchmark I

3.2.1 Architecture

The first benchmark is a Spiking Competitive Winner-take-all Network (hereafter referred to as SCWN) inspired from the work in [106]. It is a recurrent neural network topology with three layers and 1584 total neurons as shown in Fig. 3.2. The input layer consists of 784 input units corresponding to the 28x28 pixel input field of the MNIST digit recognition dataset [128]. These input units are poissonian neurons that are excitatory in nature but solely required for spike generation and are modeled exclusively in software. The generated spikes are then sent via learned (plastic) synapses in an all-to-all topology to the processing neurons in the subsequent layer which are modeled in hardware. The second layer consists of 400 pyramidal or excitatory Leaky Integrate and Fire (LIF) neurons. These neurons are modeled exactly as denoted by Eq. 2.16, i.e. it has all of the excitatory (Na⁺), inhibitory (K⁺) and leak channels. They have a one-one connection with corresponding neurons in the third layer via rigid synapses with a constant weight. The third layer has 400 LIF neurons which are basket cells or inhibitory. They provide an inhibitory signal back to all pyramidal cells that do not supply an input to them, again via rigid synapses, all with the same constant weight. The ratio of these two constant weights along with this recurrent topology simulate what is known as lateral inhibition. Through lateral inhibition, a certain pyramidal neuron has the power to inhibit all other pyramidal neurons when it strongly spikes and therefore a winner-take-all philosophy is established. This makes it highly suitable for recurrent competitive learning which has extensive neuroscientific support [129, 130, 84]. The network also promotes homeostasis. Homeostasis allows for adaptive thresholds that consolidate firing frequency of pyramidal neurons during learning by giving all competitors a fair chance of winning [131]. The parameters used for the pyramidal and basket cells are highly motivated by biological evidence and manipulated only slightly to benefit performance [82].

The network has been learned using Spike Timing Dependent Plasticity (STDP), an unsupervised learning technique that is very tightly coupled with learning observed in real neurons from
Figure 3.3: Receptive fields of the pyramidal neurons in the SCWN showing the input sensitivity of these neurons. Due to the Hebbian nature of learning, receptive fields can be identified as readable patterns in hippocampal cultures [39, 85]. As a result of this learning, neurons in the pyramidal layer adjust their pre-synaptic weights to make them selectively sensitive to a certain input pattern. These patterns closely resemble the receptive fields of the V1 simple cells in the retinal sensory pathway [132] and determine what digit fires a neuron the most, as shown in Fig. 3.3. Sometimes, as was done in [106], this sensitivity is statistically verified during part of the learning routine to make the whole process semi-supervised.

3.2.2 Simulation

An example digit is presented to the network for an exposure time of 350 milliseconds with a resolution of 0.5 milliseconds, and a maximum firing frequency of 63.75 Hz. During that time,
all spikes produced by the pyramidal neurons are monitored for inference. Once these spikes are collected, the number of total spikes against each class is measured using neuron class assignments. Every neuron has been trained in a semi-supervised manner to determine the class of digit it is sensitive to but there are multiple neurons sensitive to a certain digit thus covering different morphologies of a certain digit found in the dataset. Based on the spiking activity, an inference is made. Since this simulation causes significant excursion from the resting state of a neuron, a 150 millisecond resting period is afforded to ensure that the neurons return to rest before presenting the next example. This network architecture achieves a maximum classification accuracy of 95.0% [43]. Fig. 3.4 shows the overall layer-wise activity distribution in the network.
Figure 3.5: Overview of the SDBN Benchmark architecture

3.3 Benchmark II

3.3.1 Architecture

The second benchmark is a Spiking Deep Belief Network (hereafter referred to as SDBN) inspired from the work in [133]. It is a completely feed-forward fully connected topology with four layers and a total of 1794 neurons as shown in Fig. 3.5. As any typical network solving the MNIST task, the input layer consists of 784 poissonian neurons modeled only in software and generate poisson spike trains for consumption of the subsequent layers. The subsequent hidden layers consists of 500 pyramidal LIF neurons. The first three layers have all-to-all fully connected synapses between them with learned (plastic) weights. However these neurons are modeled as a subset of the total LIF behavior of Eq. 2.16. These neurons have a leak conductance but do not have separate ion-channel dynamics. They support only direct constant synaptic current integration as discussed in
Section 2.2.2. The output layer consists of 10 such LIF neurons and each denote a single output class (digits). This network has been learned as a classical feed-forward Restricted Boltzmann Machine using *Contrastive Divergence (CD)* \cite{134, 135} and then converted into the spiking domain with spiking LIF neurons. The standard output spike-handling is performed but unlike the previous benchmark, there is only one neuron per output class.

### 3.3.2 Simulation

An example digit in this benchmark network is presented for an exposure time of 1 second for producing spikes at a maximum frequency of 6 Hz while a resolution of 1 milisecond is exercised.
All spikes produced by the output layer is monitored and used to infer the most probable class. This network achieves a maximum accuracy of 92% on the MNIST digit classification task. Fig. 3.6 shows the spike signatures from this network benchmark.

### 3.4 Benchmark III

#### 3.4.1 Architecture

The third benchmark is a *Spiking Convolutional Neural Network* (hereafter referred to as SCNN). It is a feed-forward deep neural network with convolutional, pooling and dense (fully connected) layers as shown in Fig. 3.7. It has a total of 6 layers and 13584 neurons. Just like the SCWN and the SDBN benchmarks, 784 input poissonian neurons are modeled in software. All the other 12810 processing neurons are simple *Integrate and Fire* (IF) neurons. These neurons do not require any leak or ion-channel dynamics in their modelling and are accommodated accordingly using the generalized model (see Section 2.2.2). The second layer is a convolutional layer with 16 (24x24) pyramidal output maps that receive sparse input connections through 16 (5x5) filters containing learned (plastic) synapses. The third layer is a subsampling layer with 16 (12x12) pyramidal output maps that receives fixed (rigid) synaptic weights required to perform average pooling. The
fourth layer is also a convolutional layer having 16 (8x8) output maps through 16 (5x5x16) filters. Similarly, the fifth layer is a subsampling layer having 16 (4x4) output maps. These maps are flattened out and fully-connected to a final output layer of 10 pyramidal neurons with an all-to-all connection of plastic synapses between them.

The network has been trained as a classical neural network with analog (ReLU) activation maps using standard Error Backpropagation (BP) [38] with certain restrictions. Following training within these limits, the network is converted into an equivalent spiking network using the prescription provided in [43] wherein all the activation maps are switched to simple IF neurons.
3.4.2 Simulation

An example digit is presented to this equivalent spiking network for a very short exposure period of 100 milliseconds under a resolution of 1 millisecond, but with a relatively high maximum frequency of 1 KHz. All spikes produced by the output layer is monitored for inference of the most probable output class. A maximum accuracy of 97% on the MNIST testing dataset is achieved using this topology, although, the deviation from the original analog neural network is negligible as pointed out in [43]. The spiking activity of the network is shown in Fig. 3.8.

3.5 Summary

Although the three benchmarks are SNNs driven by the same inspiring philosophy of biological neural networks, there are significant differences amongst them. While the SCWN is much more biologically plausible, the SDBN and SCNN gradually lose plausibility as the approach begins to take the best from both worlds - sparse efficient spike based processing and robust accurate statistical inference of ANNs. These differences are easily seen in the layer types, the weight values, the inference topology and most importantly, the spike footprint of the network. The spiking activity in all these networks are very different from each other and will directly influence their memory access patterns in a neuromorphic accelerator.
For analysis of these workloads, as explained in later results, the spiking activity of all layers of these benchmarks were monitored using a software simulator that periodically dumps internally produced spikes within the network. The input events are available from the source during simulation. This data along with a summary of most important characteristics of each benchmark or our application, is provided in a succinct manner in Table 3.1
CHAPTER 4. THE CyNAPSE ARCHITECTURE

In this chapter, I will present the *CyNAPSE neuromorphic accelerator*, a hardware acceleration fabric that emulates the neural dynamics introduced in Chapter 2 and accelerates neural inference in spiking neural networks like the benchmarks discussed in Chapter 3. The system is reconfigurable both in terms of neural dynamics and network topology which makes it a flexible environment for emulating SNNs of different types and functions. In the following sections, the overall system architecture of the accelerator will be discussed, including a detailed overview of neuron circuits. Subsequently, I will discuss scheduling, control, programmability and the details of implementation.

4.1 System Overview

4.1.1 Overall hardware architecture

Fig. 4.1 shows the overall architecture of the accelerator. The system contains three circular FIFO queues that hold spike events. Whether a spike is generated off-chip in software (input software-generated spikes) or on-chip in hardware (internal network-generated spikes), all spikes are universally encoded in the *Address Event Representation* (AER) format [116]. In this format, each event is associated with a Biological timestamp (*BT*) and a Neuron Address (*N_{ID}* ) of the neuron that produced this event. The *Input FIFO queue* enlists all poissonian input spikes from an off-chip environment in a streaming manner. Once the network itself generates some spike, it gets enlisted in the *Auxiliary FIFO queue*. If they are produced by the output layer, they are sent to the *Output FIFO queue*. The system contains two routing state machines in the *Input spike router* and the *Internal spike router*. The input router takes an event from either queue at the front-end and looks up the weights associated with it and routes them to all relevant target neurons. In this process, it interfaces with the *Memory Controller* that interfaces with CyNAPSE’s memory hierarchy to bring the relevant synaptic weights from an *Off-chip DRAM* storage back.
Figure 4.1: The CyNAPSE microarchitecture. It has a neuron-unit with on-chip circuits emulating LIF neurons, dendritic-tree SRAMs, an input spike router, an internal spike router, FIFO queues holding AER events and a system controller for further routing. The internal router just routes spikes produced on-chip to the auxiliary queue for further processing. The system contains a Neuron Unit that is equipped with neuron circuits and dendritic tree RAMs that efficiently perform the LIF operation by updating neuron statuses at every timestep of the simulation and producing spikes whenever a neuron thresholds. However, not all supported neurons are modeled on-chip. Rather, the total number of supported (logical) neurons are multiplexed into a small number of on-chip (physical) neurons and it is required to store the status associated with every logical neuron in the SRAM columns. Spikes produced in the neuron unit are filtered and passed into the internal spike router. There is a System Controller.
with a global timer that synchronizes the working of every unit and enforces control dependencies among them according to the user-defined timing resolution and simulation times for the network kernel running on it.

4.1.2 Neuron design

The on-chip neuron circuitry implements the generalized integrate and fire model of Eq. 2.16. For a digital custom circuit emulating these dynamics with a resolution of $\Delta t$, the equation can be rewritten in discrete-time format as follows:

$$\Delta V_m = (V_m[t+1] - V_m[t]) = \left\{-g_l(V_m[t] - V_{rest}) - g_{Na}[t](V_m[t] - V_{RNa}) - g_K[t](V_m[t] - V_{RK})\right\} \frac{\Delta t}{\tau_m} \tag{4.1}$$

or,

$$V_{mem}[t + 1] = V_{mem}[t] - I_{leak}[t] + EPSC[t] - IPSC[t] \tag{4.2}$$

with

$$EPSC[t] = \left(\frac{V_{RNa} - V_{mem}[t]}{\tau_m}\right) \Delta t g_{Na}[t] \tag{4.3}$$

$$IPSC[t] = \left(\frac{V_{mem}[t] - V_{rK}}{\tau_m}\right) \Delta t g_K[t] \tag{4.4}$$

$$I_{leak}[t] = \left(\frac{V_{mem}[t] - V_{rest}}{\tau_m}\right) \Delta t g_l \tag{4.5}$$

where $EPSC$ and $IPSC$ are the excitatory and inhibitory post-synaptic currents respectively resulting from leaky Na$^+$ and K$^+$ conductances and $I_{leak}$ is the leak current from the constant leak conductance. The sign inside the expression for the excitatory current is intentionally reversed to denote the typically highly positive Na$^+$ reversal potential, thereby signifying its existence as a ‘positive supply rail’ supplying inward current into the membrane capacitance. The K$^+$ reversal potential works like the negative rail in that regard. Of course, if a simpler model of the neuron is required and the ionic conductances are set to zero, the parameters can be set accordingly to realize membrane dynamics at any given voltage range.
Similarly as the membrane potential, discrete-time expressions for the voltage-gated ionic conductances take the following form:

\[ g_{Na}[t + 1] = g_{Na}[t] - \left( \frac{g_{Na}[t]}{\tau_{Na}} \right) \Delta t + \sum_i S_i w_{i_{\text{exc}}} \]  

\[ g_{K}[t + 1] = g_{K}[t] - \left( \frac{g_{K}[t]}{\tau_{K}} \right) \Delta t + \sum_i S_i w_{i_{\text{inh}}} \]

where \( S_i \) are the spiking activities of all pre-synaptic neurons while \( w_{i_{\text{exc}}} \) and \( w_{i_{\text{inh}}} \) are the weights of excitatory and inhibitory synapses. In effect, therefore, when an excitatory neuron spikes, the weights are added to the sodium conductance while an inhibitory spike affects the potassium conductance. Finally of course, all the membrane update Eqs. 4.3-4.2 are skipped when the neuron is in its refractory period while conductance updates can continue. Also, at every timestep, a thresholding operation takes place. This can be represented as:

\[ V_{\text{mem}}[t + 1] = \begin{cases} 
V_{\text{reset}}, & \text{if } V_{\text{mem}}[t + 1] \geq V_{\text{thresh}} \\
V_{\text{mem}}[t + 1], & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \]  

\[ S[t + 1] = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } V_{\text{mem}}[t + 1] \geq V_{\text{thresh}} \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \]

where \( S[t + 1] \) is the spiking activity of the neuron in question and \( V_{\text{reset}} \) is the hyperpolarized voltage of the neuron which it resets to, after generating an action potential.

Fig. 4.2 shows the implementation of the generalized LIF neuron. The input logical status corresponds to the state of each logical neuron that multiplexes onto the given physical circuitry. The \( K^+ \) and \( Na^+ \) ion channels integrate the dendritic inputs from the routing cycles of the last timestep and the respective leaks to give the output conductance values. Simultaneously, the membrane potential is also updated with the leak, excitatory and inhibitory currents using the conductances of the current timestep and subsequently checked for thresholding. Additionally, a refractory counter checks if the neuron is in refractory period using the status \( t_{\text{ref}} \) and skips membrane updates if a non-zero \( t_{\text{ref}} \) is observed. If \( V_m \) exceeds threshold, a spike bit is released
Figure 4.2: The full-custom digital generalized integrate and fire neuron. The different channels are regions are marked. All parameters shown in gray circular units are reconfigurable in nature and are loaded from a global parameter file into the spike buffer. Subsequently, the next input logical status is accepted until the dendritic tree is completely exhausted of valid logical statuses.

4.2 Scheduling and control flow

4.2.1 Core control

CyNAPSE works in a co-processor interface with a CPU that can supply software-generated spikes and handle output spikes to perform inference. Alternatively, it can also interface with a spiking sensor in the front-end and a motor actuator in the back-end in an embedded environment. In any case, the input spikes are enqueued into the input FIFO in an online fashion. After the system has been initialized and programmed with the particular kernel (neuronal dynamics, parameters, synaptic weights and network topology), an event from the top of the queue is dequeued only if the timestamp matches the biological time of the system as indicated by the global timer. The input
router reads the address of the neuron that produced this event and performs a memory lookup in its memory hierarchy for this neuron’s post-synaptic weights. It reads the current dendritic status of each post-synaptic neuron from the dendritic SRAMs and adds the new weight to this value. Following that, it looks for the next synaptic connection by this neuron. When all connections for this particular neuron have been serviced, the routing cycle is completed. In a pipelined manner, all events that correspond to the current biological time of the system, are routed to the appropriate dendrites. When an event of a new timestep is encountered in the input queue, a similar service is performed on the auxiliary queue. When there are no more events in either queue that belongs to this timestep, the system switches to its update cycle.

In the update cycle, all logical status are refreshed through accessing any one of the physical neurons. After all the logical neuron statuses have been updated, any spikes that have been produced in this update cycle are passed into the internal router. The system then asks the internal spike handler to return all these events to the auxiliary queue for routing in the next timestep while any output layer events are also sent to the output queue to be dequeued by an off-chip spike.
Figure 4.4: The control flow of a single synaptic weight lookup by the input spike router

handling prompt. This essentially completes the processing of one timestep (resolution) of the simulation. A barrier synchronization ticks the global timer to the next timestep and simulation resumes. Fig 4.3 graphically describes the core scheduling.

4.2.2 Memory control

For \(N\) supported logical neurons, the number of possible logical synapses would be \(N^2\) requiring \(O(N^2)\) memory. However, as networks get deeper and with more sparse layers, realistically most of these synapses are not used at all. Therefore, storing these synapses in a fixed table of weights in an external DRAM is highly inefficient. By adding another layer of indirection in the memory access path, a large amount of storage efficiency can be gained. This is done by storing synaptic weights in *pages*. However, unlike conventional virtual address translation, this scheme works best without fixed page offset size, i.e. pages can be of variable sizes, since many neurons can be sparsely
connected and many, densely. To make most efficient use of memory, pages of variable sizes are enabled. Therefore, these pages are marked by their starting address called a *page pointer* which is required by the router to translate to the exact address. Since *all* post-synaptic weights will be accessed when it spikes, every spike is a full page access and no offset is explicitly required. The size of a page, or the number of weights in it, is first determined by a connectivity table called the *topology matrix*. A *topology vector* pertaining to the particular neuron is extracted and every connection in that vector instructs the router to access the next weight in memory starting with that neuron’s page pointer. So, the input router’s memory cycle consists of three accesses for each event i.e. (in chronological order) a topology vector, a page pointer, and all weights of that page using a simple bitwise arithmetic on the topology vector. This flow is shown in Fig. 4.4. In Chapter 5 we exploit this dataflow to make informed architectural choices towards optimizing memory accesses in SNN processing.

4.3 Programming and Reconfigurability

A single CyNAPSE core supports a maximum of \( N \) logical neurons and \( N^2 \) synapses. However, as discussed before, a smaller number \( X \) of actual physical neurons are implemented on-chip. This also requires \( X \) dendritic tree SRAMs on-chip each holding \( \frac{N}{X} \) logical dendritic trees statuses. The CyNAPSE interface provides pin inputs that help specify the network topology and neuron model parameters and other parameters that will decide the benchmark details. At the same time, the synaptic table must be updated in the above expected format for the accelerator to perform continuous synaptic lookups. This is followed by mapping of logical neurons and statuses into the SRAMs and physical neuron units. Mapping is done in a ‘next physical neuron every logical neuron’ fashion so that most of the load is divided as best possible among all on-chip neurons and SRAMs and fastest inference is ensured. When mapping completes, there is a cue for inference to start and starts when there is a response from the off-chip control environment. Thereafter the accelerator expects simulation as long as there are events in the Input FIFO and keeps producing output spikes for consumption by the spike handler. \( N \) and \( X \) are design-time configurable parameters. A
CyNAPSE Core can be generated by configuring $N$ and $X$ but all neural parameters and network topologies within these limits can be run by reconfiguring the CyNAPSE fabric, remapping the logical-to-physical relationships and writing the synaptic and neuron metadata into memory. The network can have all pyramidal neural dynamics or can have separate pyramidal and basket cell layers (see Chapter 3 for details). The pin diagram of a CyNAPSE Core is shown in Fig. 4.5.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>TSMC .065µm CMOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Worst-case</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock frequency</td>
<td>167 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supply</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voltage</td>
<td>0.9 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Max. Logical</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># neurons</td>
<td>16K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Max. Logical</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># synapses</td>
<td>256K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># neurons</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synaptic storage</td>
<td>Off-chip DRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Max. Synaptic</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resolution</td>
<td>8-bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arithmetic</td>
<td>Fixed-point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuron-model</td>
<td>Reconfigurable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>generalized LIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core logic</td>
<td>16.4 mm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Benchmarks</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCWN</td>
<td>157.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDBN</td>
<td>184.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCNN</td>
<td>405.952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Core power</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dissipation (mW)</td>
<td>530.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total power</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dissipation (mW)</td>
<td>573.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1455.397</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Characteristics of synthesized CyNAPSE core used for experiments

### 4.4 Implementation details

The CyNAPSE Core has been completely implemented in fully synthesizable Verilog HDL and functionally verified for all three benchmarks described in Chapter 3 using ModelSim. Although the memory (external DRAM Synaptic weights, on-chip SRAM dendritic trees and FIFOs) were not synthesizable, they were modeled in RTL for verification. The entire implementation is provided for public use at the CyNAPSE RTL Repository. The logic portion of the core was synthesized to a TSMC 65nm library using a supply voltage of 0.9V using the Cadence SOC Encounter RTL Compiler. As will be discussed in later chapters, measuring power consumption is the prime experimental focus of this work. From synthesized and verified netlists, representative activity
files were dumped to characterize and estimate power consumption of the core’s logic portions. Synopsys PrimeTime was used to annotate and estimate power from VCD and SAIF files. For the memory structures, Ramulator [136], DRAMPower [137] and CACTI-P [138] were used to calculate off-chip and on-chip power consumption. The details of further experimental setup are discussed in Section 5.3. Lastly, Table 4.1 lists the characteristics of the synthesized CyNAPSE Core that was used for further experiments in this study.
CHAPTER 5. ADAPTIVE MEMORY MANAGEMENT

As seen in the microarchitecture discussion in Chapter 4, the dendritic memory resides close to the neurons holding relevant synaptic data for the current timestep. This data is periodically refreshed via neuron circuits during the update cycle. However, all synaptic data cannot be stored off-chip because with deeper networks, these parameters very quickly grow out of storage resource limits. Hence, CyNAPSE provisions off-chip DRAM synaptic storage and regularly goes there to fetch weights. DRAM is reliable, fast and maximizes storage efficiency, an important factor for larger and deeper network capabilities. But how does that affect its energy efficiency? In this chapter, I will discuss CyNAPSE’s power consumption and set up a motivation for solving the problem at hand. Following that, I will discuss caching, its applicability to CyNAPSE’s memory system and conventional cache management policies. This will lead to a detailed description of the proposed memory management scheme. A description of the experimental setup will be provided before presenting the results of evaluation for the proposed policy.

5.1 Power consumption profile

For each spike generated within a Spiking Neural Network (SNN), whether from the input or from within the network, all post-synaptic weights of the relevant neuron ID are loaded and added onto the relevant dendritic trees. Depending on the average connectivity of the network, the amount of time spent in the routing cycle can vary but it is always a large majority of the simulation time. Fig. 5.1a presents a roofline analysis [139] of CyNAPSE’s routing cycle while Fig. 5.1b shows the maximum weight data-width for a configuration to have compute-bound performance. The result is not counterintuitive in that most artificial neural network kernels themselves are quite memory-bound even on distributed processing hardware [21, 27, 140, 141]. Spiking networks, on top of that, have completely local computation and extremely sparse global communication. With practical
Figure 5.1: (a) Roofline model showing constrained performance of CyNAPSE’s routing cycle under various conditions. As we move towards lower steady-state bandwidths, higher weight bit-widths (W) and higher physical neurons on-chip (X), performance is much more likely to be memory-bound. (b) confirms this hypothesis. It shows how maximum weight bit-widths for compute-bound performance vary against the physical number of neurons for two peak bandwidths (PBW): the pin bandwidth and a lower steady-state bandwidth. The area above either curve is memory-bound while the area below is compute-bound. It is easy to see that for most practical configurations, CyNAPSE will have heavily memory-bound performance.

data-widths, therefore, SNNs require very little compute performance and puts great pressure on the memory path.

However, it is not clear how largely memory-bound performance affects the total power consumption of CyNAPSE. A configuration with $N = 16384$ (sufficient for all of our benchmarks) is taken and the power consumption of the system is measured (see Section 4.4 for details) for each of the three benchmark networks. This includes power consumed by the logic portions of the core, the on-chip dendritic SRAMs, the on-chip FIFOs and the off-chip DRAM storage. The resulting profile is shown in Fig. 5.2. It can be seen that the most significant share of the system’s power consumption results from retrieval of synaptic weights from a remote DRAM storage. One can allocate more on-chip neurons to increase performance by making the kernels less-memory bound but the power consumption still results highly from the memory access path. Therefore, regardless of hardware configuration, both the importance of memory power consumption and the opportunity
Figure 5.2: Net system power consumption of CyNAPSE for each benchmark showing various consumption sources

to optimize this process in such a system is quite clear. This motivates the need for architectural exploration in this area to find possible solutions to offset the bottleneck in an efficient manner. As has been argued, weight bit-widths are an important factor contributing to the memory bottleneck. It is the same for power consumption of the system. Although algorithmic optimizations like pruning and quantization of synaptic weights [142, 143] might help in this regard, they lead to finite degradation in accuracy of the network. For spiking networks the allowable margin in accuracy is low and therefore, the attempt is to make microarchitectural optimizations that are agnostic to accuracy so that algorithmic changes are still compatible but not necessary. To that end, this work is focussed on studying the memory access patterns and data locality in SNN processing to cleverly mitigate redundant accesses in a workload-aware manner.
5.2 Energy-efficient memory management techniques

5.2.1 Cache management policies

In general purpose computers, caches consistently exploit temporal and spatial locality of memory accesses to reduce redundant data and instruction retrieval from main memory by storing frequently accessed items close to processing [144]. This reduces memory traffic, by distributing it over (usually, multiple levels of) small local storage thereby improving performance and sometimes, energy-efficiency. Even in multicore computing, each core is closely coupled with its own \( L1 \) cache and have shared later-level caches to improve core efficiency as well as overall system efficiency [145, 146]. Since caches are fast but highly constrained storage, data needs to be temporally evicted to make way for new data allocation. In a direct-mapped cache with only one memory block allocated to a particular index (global memory addresses separated by regular intervals), this is a trivial problem. However, these caches miss exploitation of locality by being so strict and have given way to set-associative caches that allocate multiple blocks or ways for a single index (set) [147, 148]. Associativity can range from two-way till fully associative where there is a single set and all cache blocks are ways of that set. With an efficiency in storage, comes a non-trivial decision of which way to allocate new incoming data on. For a general-purpose computer, this is difficult since it appeals to multiple application domains and kernels have highly variable memory access patterns. This results in higher than normal misses in cached data and the performance naturally degrades. While caches have benefited greatly from clever structural, functional and compile-time adjustments [149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157], the amount of improvement in performance and/or net power dissipation is still highly dependent on the replacement policy. A good strategy of replacement is, therefore, a significant research problem in caches and their effectiveness is often critically dependent on it [158].

Conventional cache policies are based on temporal access history to drive replacement decisions. A classic example is Least Recently Used (LRU), a policy still used in many modern architectures because of its great cost-to-performance ratio. Even less hardware cost is incurred in implement-
ing random replacement policy, wherein a random way is selected for eviction. While they perform reasonably well for general purpose workloads to a certain extent, it has been pointed out that the degree of associativity in a cache limits their capacity to model unique references to the same cache block [159]. In the subject of replacement policies, the early work of L.A Belady [160] laid down the guidelines for an optimal replacement policy for virtual memory systems which hold for hardware caches as well. Simply put, Belady’s policy suggests replacing the block that is re-referenced farthest in time from the present. However, this requires a practically infeasible view of the future accesses. Building on the same, policies like DIP [161], RRIP [162], LIRS [163] have explored speculative architectural techniques for general purpose processors to equip set-associative caches with the ability to predict re-reference of every cache block and therefore make replacement decisions based on dynamically collected past access data. However, because of the nature of event-driven simulation, CyNAPSE can indeed exploit some forward visibility in memory accesses. Because there exists a finite number of future spike events listed in the input FIFO queue, there is a scope to improve locality by (pre)fetching neuron metadata and post-synaptic weights related to the neuron ID in these events. The amount of forward visibility is proportional to the relative difference in latency between allocating its cache and processing one spike event in entirety. Also, for neural inference, there is no requirement of writing to cache (or memory), which in effect is equivalent to having just an instruction cache in the hierarchy. Therefore, given a domain-specific simulation framework, a domain-specific memory management policy is proposed to capture memory behavior specific to the SNN kernels that conventional policies fail to account for.

5.2.2 Proposed management strategy

As discussed in Section 4.2.1, the simulation of the SNN kernel starts off as soon as the Input FIFO is populated with initial events from an off-chip poissonian or natural spike source. Thereafter, as the nature of FIFO dictates, further events are enqueued at the FIFO write pointer only upon the dequeue of one event from the read pointer. The dequeued neuron ID induces its own synaptic lookup process from the input router through the memory hierarchy. At the same time,
the queue already contains $F$ more events where $F$ is the length of the input FIFO. The first level cache in the hierarchy can look into the queue to monitor these events and accordingly allocate its contents in a deterministic way for accesses that are guaranteed in the future by tagging the allocated blocks with a reuse score: number of times the block is expected to be used in the future. As such, two times for each event may be defined: a read-time i.e. when an event is read by the cache for prefetching, but not actually dequeued from the FIFO queue and route-time i.e. when this event is eventually dequeued for synaptic lookup and dendritic placements. Before the start of simulation, the cache is warmed-up with events in the queue to give the reading, its necessary head start over the routing. This cost in latency is amortized in a short while owing to improvements in performance and energy consumption throughout simulation. However, this is not usually done to the full extent of the length of the queue (FIFO lengths can be very large since they don’t typically demand much hardware resources or energy expenditure). Rather, a certain lookahead distance is selected carefully to exploit reuse without incurring sizeable thrashing (unwanted eviction) from events that are re-referenced later. After warming up, there is one read per completed route and the simulation proceeds accordingly. The policy can be described in detail using each type of cache hit/miss scenarios that is typical in cache accesses [147] as follows.

5.2.2.1 Compulsory miss at warm-up and read-time

When an event is monitored off the queue at its read-time, all relevant memory addresses corresponding to its metadata and synaptic data (see Section 4.2.2) are generated using network kernel information. So, an unallocated way in the cache is now tagged and the import from main memory (or next level cache) is started. At warm-up, there is no contention from the routing because it has not started yet but queue read requests need to be serviced even when there is. This requires a cache with two independent read-write ports. Although, depending on the steady state DRAM bandwidth, multiple read requests can be served within the regime of one routing cycle, this work studies a one-to-one ratio to keep the design sufficiently simple to achieve and evaluate the benefit from it. A future focus would be to consider multiplying this ratio. A compulsory miss
means the concerned block was encountered for the first time since the last time that the cache was flushed [147]. Thus, all blocks with a compulsory miss are marked with a reuse score of one, which basically refers to one guaranteed access at route-time to this block in the future.

5.2.2.2 Hit at read-time

After a while, there can be a hit in the cache of an already allocated block that has been encountered before, whether from the same neuron ID or from a closely residing one in the memory. On a hit, the only course of action within the cache is to increase the reuse score of the block by one. No further import request is issued to the next level and the next event in the queue is monitored.

5.2.2.3 Capacity or conflict miss at read-time

Depending on cache capacity, there will be misses at a certain point in the simulation at read-time. This is either due to limited capacity or limited associativity [147]. This requires eviction of a way in order to make room for new data. However, there are potential issues that concern read-time replacements. Accordingly, three different approaches are proposed:

- **Conservative approach**: Blocks that have multiple guaranteed accesses can be thrashed by blocks that do not end up with a lot of reuse and will therefore lead to heightened thrashing at read-time and redundant memory traffic at route-time leading to unnecessary energy consumption. Hence, conservative approach does not allow any read-time replacements.

- **Aggressive approach**: By disallowing read-time replacement totally, there will be loss of reuse from blocks that do end up generating a great amount of reuse and will also lead to redundant traffic at multiple routes. Hence, aggressive approach allows all read-time replacements by evicting the way with the lowest reuse score.

- **Intelligent approach**: Read-time replacements are only allowed when the minimum reuse score in the concerned set is less than a certain reconfigurable reuse threshold. This, theoretically, cuts down on missing reuse blocks while also limiting the introduction of thrashable blocks because of low reuse score.
Under any scheme, if and when a read-time replacement scheme actually takes place, the new block is similarly tagged with a reuse score of one.

5.2.2.4 Compulsory miss at route-time

Since all blocks are encountered at least once before the route, there are no compulsory misses at route-time. There are misses only when the read-time policy, for instance, opts out of replacement or is thrashed by a later block before one of its route-times is reached.

5.2.2.5 Hit at route-time

A hit at route-time essentially means that one of the guaranteed future accesses to a particular block has now been realized. This is therefore associated with the decrement of the reuse score by one.

5.2.2.6 Policy miss at route-time

The management policy, as discussed above, can opt-out or thrash read out blocks before any or all of their route-accesses are served. This leads to a miss at route-time. This requires the router to issue an import request at route-time to the next level for the relevant block/s. In order to allocate this in the cache, the simple scheme of evicting the lowest reuse score block is proposed. This is because, in the baseline scheme, allocation is compulsory. This is revised in a later discussion. If an allocation does take place, the block is used up instantly since it has been requested at route-time. So, the reuse score of the freshly imported block is a zero as there are no guaranteed future accesses to this block. The entire baseline scheme is summarized in Fig. 5.3.

5.2.3 Network-adaptive enhancements

The proposed scheme works precisely because the input events are generated at a significantly higher throughput than the expected latency of completing a single route-cycle for a particular event. However, besides the input events, spikes generated within the network have to be served
Figure 5.3: Baseline memory control strategy in read-time and route-time access of cache

as well and are produced in the timestep directly preceding their routing. This gives very poor forward visibility for internally generated events. As shown in Chapter 3, the input activity can have varying relative importance to internal activity and therefore, some benchmarks with significant internal activity might not benefit from the proposed scheme at all. This motivates the need for network-specific enhancements that adaptively equip the scheme to changing activity patterns throughout simulation.

The CyNAPSE core is programmed with compile-time network information like layer types (conv2d, dense, subsampling), excitatory and inhibitory neuron ranges, neuron parameters etc. This is static information that can provide network-specific enhancements rightaway and adap-
Figure 5.4: Dynamic spike statistics generated by CyNAPSE software simulator to adaptively handle memory requests. (a), (b) and (c) show layer-wise activity *fractions* for the SCWN, SDBN and SCNN benchmarks respectively with time and how they compare to the activity bypass threshold (ABT).

Tively extend our proposed strategy. Furthermore, behavioral diagnostics can provide dynamic information like spiking activity of different layers to identify high-activity as well as dormant regions of a network. The source of all this information is the auxiliary queue, where all internally generated spikes reside at some point. In this work, queue statistics are dumped after the simulation of a single *batch* of example stimuli and dynamic information is computed. This progressively helps to improve the policy. Spiking activity, for example, is collected at a layer-by-layer granularity. Individual neuron spiking information can also be collected but this leads to very high storage and logic overhead which can offset the energy savings expected. Therefore, a layer granularity
for diagnostics was chosen. Fig 5.4 shows the dynamic statistics collected over 10 batches of test examples for each network benchmark while simulating on the CyNAPSE software simulator (see Section 5.3). Two techniques are proposed in this regard, to extend the management strategy.

5.2.3.1 Cache bypassing

All three benchmarks have significantly varying spike signatures throughout their layers. The SCWN benchmark, for instance, shows very little internal activity compared to the high degree of input activity generated for it. The distribution is highly skewed in favor of the poissonian spikes in the input layer and the corresponding input neuron IDs. Therefore, this network is inherently suited for our baseline scheme and should benefit greatly from it. However, the SDBN and SCNN benchmarks have different distributions to this and to each other. The internal activity is considerably higher and in case of the SDBN, even higher than the input activity. For networks that have considerable internal activity, a bypass scheme in the cache is proposed. Neurons belonging to sparse activity layers are allowed to bypass cache allocation so that neurons in high activity layers are not thrashed by contention. This information can be static: for example, output layer neurons for feed-forward networks that do not have any post-synaptic connections, or dynamic: for example, low activity neurons in simulation. For dynamic information, an Activity Bypass Threshold (ABT) for average layer activity is maintained below which, all neurons of the concerned layer are granted a bypass request and above which, allocation at route-time is enforced. On a bypass request, the memory control does not allocate a cache way and issues a one-time retrieval request for all meta and synaptic data belonging to that neuron ID.

5.2.3.2 Line protection

Similar to extremely dormant regions in a network, there can be internal regions of heightened activity. For examples, layers 2 and 3 of the SDBN and layer 2 of the SCNN, show relatively high activity when compared to other layers. The baseline management scheme does not cover these neurons and can lead to redundant accesses when compared to conventional replacement policies.
To avoid that, a line protection scheme is proposed that protects the cache lines that hold the data corresponding to the neuron IDs belonging to layers of high activity (all layers above ABT). This is done by tagging these lines with a *probable reuse score* dynamically determined from network diagnostics collected in the software simulator. For reference, the mean reuse distances of different layers in all three benchmarks are shown in Fig. 5.5. The probable reuse score should be inversely proportional to this distance to effectively account for the expected number of reuses within a time window.

### 5.3 Experimental Infrastructure

The implementation details of the low level design was discussed in Section 4.4. Here, I will discuss the experimental setup for high-level exploration of the memory subsystem. A CyNAPSE software simulator has been built for this purpose. This software simulation models CyNAPSE’s neuron model and core architecture in an object-oriented fashion with discrete timestepped simulation. In other words, it maintains a one-one equivalence with the hardware architecture thereby confirming accurate hardware results. However, the simulation is not cycle-accurate. Therefore, no performance or energy consumption measures are taken directly from it. Instead, the simulator is used to dump statistics and diagnostic information about specific benchmarks using which, it can better adapt the caching scheme. The cache is simulated by an in-house cache simulator which can
be easily interfaced with the software simulation tool. The cache simulator provides statistics like tag array and data array accesses per spike, hit rate, miss profile etc. By using the software simulator, memory traffic can be dumped into an address trace file. This address trace can be converted into a DDR3 command trace using Ramulator [136]. Ramulator sets up a config with the speed, architecture and organization of the DRAM and generates JEDEC standard command traces relevant to that memory chip. These command traces are then routed to DRAMPower 3.1 [137] in a similar organization, speed and architecture configuration, to estimate the energy consumption of these traces. For this work, a 256MB DDR3 x8 DRAM with a 1600MHz pin bandwidth was used which provides sufficient storage for all the benchmarks used. Although, the precision requirements of each network can be different, 8-byte precision is used in all benchmarks to have a fair comparison of memory access patterns.

Using the energy consumption of traces and timing information from the core netlist simulations, power consumption of the memory subsystem was calculated. For the logic portions, as discussed in Section 4.4, activity files annotated with the benchmarks provide power consumption. In a cached configuration, the power consumption is measured using the same experimental flow, except, cache simulator statistics like tag and data array accesses are coupled with CACTI’s UCA cache energy estimates to model net power consumption of caches [138].

For evaluating the dynamic adaptive enhancements, the simulator provides simple routines to dump FIFO queue contents after each batch, calculate the statistics required, feeds them into the cache simulator and restarts the simulation from the last checkpoint after forwarding the cache contents. Fig. 5.6 summarizes the experimental infrastructure across low-level design and high-level exploration. One limitation of this experimental setup is the insufficient simulation time. Owing to very long individual simulations, only a subset of the MNIST dataset with 100 test examples (in 10 batches) was used. However, the 100 examples were chosen uniformly to contain equal number of random examples from all classes so as to offset any bias in the simulation infrastructure.
5.4 Results

Three design parameters for caches, in general, were explored first, with conventional cache management policies. These are block-size, associativity and cache depth (number of cache blocks). After exploring all these design parameters using a binary search and staying within area constraints of the total logic chip area, the configuration with the best return-on-investment was selected. For the benchmarks used in this study, on average, this configuration was a 256 KB 4-way set-associative cache with 64 byte blocks. This was selected as the operating point for all comparisons to ensure fairness of evaluation and similarly provisioned alternatives in this work. In this section, I will first validate the assumption from Section 5.2.2.3 about read-time replacements and attempt to explain the results of exploration. Using this verdict, I will evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme in general, for each benchmark, in comparison to conventional management schemes in reducing
total system power consumption. At the same time, the relative benefits of extending the policy to include dynamic adaptive network-specific enhancements are also quantified.

5.4.1 Read-time replacement

As mentioned before, the CyNAPSE software simulator provides real-time statistics in the core. Similarly, the cache simulator provides hooks to select and dump cache contents at regular intervals as desired. It also provides a log of replacement decisions and an image of the set before and after the decision. Using the average reuse scores for evicted blocks, a minimum reuse threshold was fixed for each benchmark. This is required to validate the intelligent approach to read-time replacements. Fig. 5.7 shows the results of experiments on read-time replacement policies.

For all three benchmarks, the intelligent approach outperforms the conservative and aggressive approaches. Aggressive approach opts for replacing all conflicts which essentially nullifies locality by ignoring reuse cores of blocks already allocated when reading from the queue. Conservative approach also ignores reuse opportunities by totally opting out of any replacement at all. This leads to redundant accesses at route-time. However, unlike conservative, aggressive approach also leads to severe ping-ponging of blocks at read-time which particularly worsens the situation. Therefore, conservative approach performs better than aggressive, on average for all benchmarks. For bench-
marks with long reuse distances (e.g. SCNN), the loss due to read-replacement policies is much smaller than benchmarks with shorter reuse distance (e.g. SCWN).

5.4.2 LRU vs Random vs Proposed policy

This section evaluates total system power consumption as a function of time (test example batches) for all three benchmarks. With similarly provisioned cache configurations, the conventional replacement policies are compared with the proposed policy.

5.4.2.1 SCWN

Fig. 5.8 shows the evaluation for the SCWN benchmark. The SCWN has a much lower overall spiking activity when compared to the others. On an average, it produces 2.14404 spikes per timestep (including internal spikes) or 2144.04 spikes per test example. To induce a stable inference, each input poissonian neuron needs to generate multiple spikes. This makes SCWN highly amenable to neuron data reuse and exploitation of temporal locality. In short timescales, it is well captured by LRU. For every example, there are also some winner pyramidal neurons in the winner-take-all circuit that will generate higher than usual activity when inhibiting the basket cell neurons. 85-90% of all cache misses are profiled as capacity misses so they are not limited by associativity of the
Figure 5.9: Difference in distribution of synaptic weights in SCWN and SDBN showing large synaptic weights reaching up to the subthreshold ranges for the latter, and sufficiently small weights for the former.

cache. Random replacement, on the other hand, cannot capture reuse beyond example digits, but if a cache is sufficiently associative, it can still handle conflicts close to LRU.

The proposed policy collects reuse information for all layers in the SCWN from reuse distances both within and beyond a single example stimulus. An activity bypass threshold (ABT) of 2% is set explicitly and dynamic network-adaptive scheme is evaluated. Since SCWN is largely dominated by input events that represents 97.8% of the network’s spike signatures, the baseline scheme itself performs very well in this benchmark only with static adaptive enhancements (with cache bypass requests). With the dynamic enhancements, the improvement is very little since it only appeals to the remaining 2.2% of the internal activity.
Figure 5.10: Comparative analysis of replacement policies towards savings in net system power consumption for the SDBN benchmark

5.4.2.2 SDBN

The spike signatures from the SDBN benchmark are significantly different from the SCWN. The input frequency is larger much larger and as shown in Fig. 5.9, the weights of the SDBN are close to or even exceed the rest-to-threshold (or reset-to-threshold) range of the internal neurons making it very easy for them to spike. Therefore, the input events (3.99056 spikes per timestep or 3990.56 spikes per example digit) ends up inducing very high internal spiking that multiplies with deeper layers. Particularly, the third layer has a very high spiking activity. Due to low input activity, most of the reuse is captured well by LRU. So relative benefits from switching to the proposed policy are modest. Fig. 5.10 shows the trend.

However, on applying dynamic adaptive schemes with the same ABT, a much greater relative savings in system power consumption is observed. Reuse scores inversely proportional to dynamically observed reuse distances are progressively applied to the internal neurons for line protection. Most neurons in the third layer benefit highly from these enhancements and therefore, a marked improvement is observed for this benchmark.

5.4.2.3 SCNN

The convolutional neural network has a very high overall activity throughout the network. It produces a total of 219.2259 spikes per timestep or 21922.59 spikes per test example on an average.
It has a much longer neuron reuse distance in all layers when compared to the other benchmarks. With a cache of limited capacity, conventional cache policies find it very difficult to capture any locality. A healthy fraction of the input activity is, nevertheless, targeted by the proposed policy. Fig. 5.11 shows a comparative analysis for this benchmark which shows the proposed policy clearly outperforming LRU and random.

It can be noted that there is a great difference between the static adaptive scheme and dynamically enhanced scheme for the SCNN for similar reasons as the SDBN. However, many neurons in the processing conv2D and average pooling layers are inactive for all stimuli because of the commonly known observation of sparse activations in convolutional neural networks [164]. Therefore, very few neurons request allocation under a line protected enhancement. Therefore, SCNN benefits much lesser in percentage when compared to the relative savings in the SDBN benchmark.

5.5 Summary

The proposed policy outperforms the conventional cache management policies for all benchmarks. In general, for benchmarks having a high degree of biological plausibility, the normalized synapses lead to sparser activity in deeper layers and hence the proposed scheme with static enhancements are very well suited to the kernel. In trained-converted classical networks, however, the activity can have erratic patterns which requires dynamically adapting the scheme to perform
satisfactorily for these kernels. Even so, the distribution of layer types causes great variation in the effectiveness of the scheme. The results are summarized graphically in Figure 5.12 and numerically in Table 5.1.

![Graphical Summary](image)

**Figure 5.12:** A graphical summary of the evaluation

**Table 5.1:** Relative energy savings achieved using different policies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>LRU v/s baseline</th>
<th>Random v/s baseline</th>
<th>Proposed Policy (static adaptive) v/s baseline</th>
<th>Proposed Policy (dynamic adaptive) v/s baseline</th>
<th>Proposed Policy v/s LRU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCWN</td>
<td>28.13%</td>
<td>25.99%</td>
<td>44.13%</td>
<td>44.45%</td>
<td>22.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDBN</td>
<td>5.46%</td>
<td>2.88%</td>
<td>7.65%</td>
<td>15.55%</td>
<td>10.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCNN</td>
<td>5.12%</td>
<td>4.59%</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
<td>12.61%</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 6. FUTURE-WORK AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Extensions

In this work, a single operating point was compared by carefully allocating similar provisions to all considered policies. However, not all structural configurations in caches react similarly to all replacement policies. One of the imminent future extensions will be to study various operating points and explore the design space further.

As mentioned in Section 5.2.2.1, depending on steady state DRAM bandwidth, more than one read requests can be served within the time a single event route is completed. This provides the scope of a higher number of total reads within a route cycle. This can be studied in simulation and possibly checked for coherency and other issues if sizable efficiency gains are observed.

Lastly, individual parameters like lookahead lengths, reuse thresholds, bypass thresholds etc. can be explored for potentially interesting experimental waypoints.

6.2 Architectural enhancements

A possible future work is to look at processing larger benchmarks with increased processing demands. This will require greater compute performance and parallel processing could be key. A multi-core CyNAPSE architecture can be explored with coarse-grain multiprocessing that can share neuron-processing of a single layer in a single timestep across multiple nodes and thereby complete simulation of a timestep faster since there are no data hazards between different neurons within a timestep. Apart from faster inference, this might also save more energy by saving more memory traffic at each node with reduced local storage and more hierarchical caching. Fig. 6.1 shows a conceptual sketch of the possible hierarchy in such a multi-core system. With this, opportunities to explore a number of architectural design points will appear, like interconnect architectures, network-on-chip, communication protocols etc.
Figure 6.1: Conceptual diagram showing a possible avenue of future work. The multi-core system could consist of individual processing clusters (C_A, C_B etc.) and communication infrastructure connecting these clusters. Each cluster could contain multiple CyNAPSE cores (C_1, C_2 etc.) with their private L1 caches and a local synaptic storage adding another large reservoir to the multilevel memory hierarchy.

Another possible optimization within the CyNAPSE core could be towards controlling leakage power dissipation since majority of its logic power consumption is in the idle state. This includes simple techniques in the CAD process like gating or architectural techniques like sleep modes in SRAMs [165] or drowsy caches [153] to reduce the core power consumption.

A software stack with a tailor-made compiler infrastructure can lead to large performance and energy improvements. Compiler-driven optimizations on neural network inference have already been demonstrated [166, 167]. A parser for a high-level language for SNN description coupled with a domain-specific compiler stack can be highly beneficial for the project in the future.
Besides neuromorphic acceleration, the memory management policy presented in this work can, in general, be applied to any event-driven framework, with relevant modifications. It can be considered for an execution model with queue-based input instructions at its front end. Any simulation hardware with these characteristics such as embedded performance and energy counters [168] or general purpose emulators [169] can be benefit from this scheme, if allocation latency at read time can be tolerated by the latency of each individual instructions through the pipeline.

6.3 Learning

As discussed in Chapter 2, plasticity in the synaptic strength or weights are the primary site of learning in real neurons. The benchmarks used in this study, however, have all been offline trained and accelerated at inference using the CyNAPSE fabric. Online and incremental learning is very important in modern applications as it makes a dramatic improvement in overall performance and reduces pressure on datacenters by bringing more computation to the edge. A very lucrative avenue of future work is to equip CyNAPSE with online learning capabilities and then study the resulting memory access patterns and make recommendations in a similar way to reduce the memory bottleneck and energy consumption.

6.3.1 Evolving neural networks

On the one hand, there has been a sustained interest in evolving spiking neural networks [170, 171, 172, 173, 174] because of the amount of neuroscientific support from observable evolving networks in vitro and further from in vivo data. On the other hand, early research in Neuroevolution had generated great interest in simultaneous learning of weights and topology using genetic algorithms [175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 178, 180]. Since then, a number of works [181, 182, 183, 184, 185] have reported evolving neural networks using either an adaptation of [180] or fundamentally different approaches. However, the benefits of hardware acceleration in this space is inconclusive for purely biologically plausible networks or hybrid SNN-ANN approaches.
6.3.2 Emerging Devices

Memristive devices [186, 187, 188] have emerged as an attractive solid-state nanoscale candidate for synaptic implementations [10, 189]. They are dense, reliable and gradually being made compatible with CMOS processes for large-scale fabrication. They have been used in neuromorphic implementations in diverse ways [190, 189]. CyNAPSE uses off-chip DRAM storage because of the large amount of storage demanded by large networks. There is a scope of multiplexed, off-chip and on-chip storage of weights using dense devices whose cost can be amortized through the instinctive low-cost learning they provide for spiking biologically plausible systems [191, 192, 193, 194]. Fig. 6.2 shows the implementation of a memristive synapse based neural network in hardware. Other emerging devices like PCM [195, 196], Ferroelectric FETs [197, 198] and STT-RAMs [199, 200] can also be considered for online learning synaptic implementations.
6.4 Conclusion

In this thesis, CyNAPSE was presented in design and implementation. It is a reconfigurable acceleration fabric for processing spiking neural networks. Although it has a sparse computation that leads to inherent efficiency over classical neural networks, the computation is still losing quite a lot of power by going to an off-chip storage and retrieving synaptic weights. By using an application-specific caching strategy, up to 44\% power savings was achieved over the baseline and it outperformed LRU by up to 22\%. Because these benchmarks are so different in their original architecture, their training and conversion and come with varying degrees of biological realism and spike activities, the effectiveness of the scheme differs for every workload.

With this work, I expect to make future recommendations on network-specific neuromorphic hardware acceleration which can best manage the memory bottleneck of CyNAPSE architecture while still enjoying the benefits of a simple, scalable and efficient digital design. I also expect to contribute to this field by enabling a more resourceful and easily available platform for neuromorphic applications.
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